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Boštjan Mikuž 
Race director UTVV I feel Slovenia

Welcome trail runners!
DOBRODOŠLE TEKAČICE, DOBRODOŠLI TEKAČI!

For the 7th year,  
UTVV I feel Slovenia 

will be held in Vipava 
Valley from 6th to 8th May.

This year we welcome you to 
four main distances (Emperor 

-170, Centurion -100, Gladiator 
- 50, Legionar - 30) and two 

shorter ones (Asterix - 13 and Obelix 
Hike&Wine - 8).

We are very proud to welcome all who 
would like to be a part of the biggest 

ultra-trail event in Slovenia. This year we 
are hosting 1400 runners from 35 countries. 

Without a doubt, Vipava Valley has plenty of 
wonderful sights in teh spring and we are happy 

you can experience our beautiful nature through 
one of the most stunning trail race in the world!

The biggest race is a 100 miles long ring around the 
whole Vipava Valley, from mount Nanos to Nova Gorica 

and Italy. We are sure, all of you who decided to test 
yourself on 100 miles across the Valley will experience its 

beauty and will never forget these feelings!

Shorter but still ultra-long, UTVV100 race that flows over 
beautiful mountain ridges and offers splendid views, fulfills you 
with a power and a lifetime experience of every 106 km. Not to 
forget, we prepare some spectacular points for both, Emperor 
and Centurion runners.
If you are looking for a shorter yet fast ultra-trail, you will 
definitely enjoy attending Gladiator, 54km, with a starting 
point in the medieval village Vipavski Križ (the smallest town in 
historical Austrian-Hungary empire). It goes on through the wine 
growing hills and heads towards Mount Nanos in totally different, 
mountain conditions. 54 km long ultra-trail welcomes you with 
2.500 vertical meters. Gladiator hosts national championship 
in long trail category this year, definitely a great spectacle of 
elite athleticism.

Short, but still intense Legionar, 30 km trail running distance 
will show you hospitable winegrowing villages on one hand and 
remoteness of Mount Nanos on the other.  

For those who love to jog, we have the perfect 13km distance 
Asterix which is the only one showing you the spring of Vipava 
River, which is the only delta spring river in Europe. Besides 
it leads you to Zemone and Vipava Castle, all through new 
Lanthieri parc. 

Obelix is not a competition. It is there for those who love to 
hike and wine. You will taste typical Vipava wines Zelen and 
Pinela and also some others. Obelix is designed for who loves 
to take it easy.

Enjoy! We will take care of the rest!
Welcome to Vipava Valley! 

 UTVV I feel Slovenia vas letos med 6 in 8. majem že 7. leto 
pričakuje v Vipavski dolini.

Za vas smo skrbno pripravil štiri glavne razdalje (Emperor 
-170, Centurion - 100, Gladiator - 50, Legionar - 30) in dve 
krajši (Asterix - 13 in Obelix Hike&Wine - 8).

Veseli in ponosni smo, da bomo letošnjo izvedbo lahko 
praznovali skupaj s 1400 tekači iz 32 držav in da se bomo 
po 3 letih ponovno srečali maja. Hvala ker ostajate z nami 
tudi v težkih časih, potrudili se bomo, da boste na dogodku 
UTVV Slovenia doživeli pravi trailaški spektakel, prijetno 
druženje in pozitivno energijo Vipavske doline.

100 miljski Emperor popelje najpogumnejše na potovanje 
okrog celotne Vipavske doline, od Trnovskega gozda preko 
Nove Gorice prvič vstopi v sosednjo Italijo, ter po južnih 
grebenih doline doseže Nanos. 

Krajša, a še vedno ultra dolga preizkušnja, Centurion s 107 
km, klasika dogodka UTVV, poteka po že ustaljeni progi 
zadnjih 7 let. Za ultra tekače na Emperorju in Centurionu 
pripravljamo prijetna presenečenja, za katera verjamemo, 
da vam bodo dala dodatne motivacije za premagovanje 
stezic. 

Če iščete krajšo, a hitri ultra-trail, boste zagotovo uživali v 
Gladiatorju, 54 km, s štartom v srednjeveški vasici Vipavski 
Križ (najmanjše mesto v zgodovinskem Avstro-Ogrskem 
cesarstvu). Gladiator poteka sprva po tekočem terenu 
vinorodnih gričev zgornje Vipavske oline in vas nato v 1000 
m vzponu pripelje v gorski teren Nanosa. Gladiator letos 
gosti državno prvenstvo v dolgem trail, vsekakor velik 
spektakel elitnega atletizma, kjer se bodo pomerili domači 
in tuji vrhunski tekači.

Kratka, a še vedno intenzivna 30 km preizkušnja Legionar 
vas v lepem tekaškem vzponu pripelje na markanti Nanos 
od kjer sledi spust po skrivnostnih Nanoških gozdovih v 
center Vipave.

Asterix je ravninski trail za začetnike in uživaške tekače, 
popelje vas po ravnicah okrog Vipave, z vzponom na Stari 
grad nad Vipavo, pa se priključite vsem elitnim dolžinam in 
pritečete v Vipavo v družbi dolgoprogašev.
Obelix pa je namenjem netkmovalno naravnanim ljubiteljem 
lepe narave in dobrih okusov.

UTVV letos pripravlja številne novosti, v petek nam bosta 
bogato alpinistično pot predstavila Andrej in Marija Štremfelj, 
v soboto popoldan pa nas bo Beer in Burger fest popeljal 
proti večeru, ko bomo lahko prisluhnili glasbenim nastopom 
skupine Batista Cadillac in Dack Janiel`s. A to še ni vse, v 
nedeljo na vas čaka Vinski vlak, ki vam bo v vožnji od Nove 
Gorice proti Ajdovščini predstavil najboljša Vipavska vina v 
kombinaciji z vrhunsko kulinariko.

Zagotovo vikend, ki si ga boste zapolnili!
Uživajte! Za ostalo bomo poskrbeli mi!
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Dear participants of 
the Ultra-Trail Vipava 

Valley, I extend a warm 
welcome to you in our 

municipality!

Located in the west of 
Slovenia, Ajdovščina is the 

economic and cultural hub of 
the Upper Vipava Valley. The fertile 

and water-rich valley with a diverse 
topography is nestled amidst forested 

hills to the north, wine-growing hills 
to the south and open to the west just 

enough to let the scent of the sea flow 
in. Equally varied is the region’s past; this 

land has always attracted different peoples 
whose traces have left a rich legacy. The 
municipality provides a lively and vibrant living 
experience. Aiming to successfully continue 
the tradition of economic prosperity, it is also 
making inroads in the tourism sector.

Lately, the Upper Vipava Valley has become 
synonymous with adrenaline-pumping 
sports and a paradise for paragliders, hang 
gliders, climbers, extreme cyclists, ultra and 
mountain runners, triathletes, etc. Our aim 
is to combine these adrenaline sports into 
a cohesive tourism offer that covers the 
whole year. Mild winters and an abundance 
of sunny days allow for adrenaline sports to 
be pursued even in winter months when it 
is still too cold to do so elsewhere.

It is worth mentioning that May is the prettiest 
month in the Vipava Valley; nature is dressed 

in vivid green and covered with blossoms, 
with the colourful mountain pastures making 
an especially lovely sight. Competitors will be 
greeted with the first red cherries – heralding 
in the fruit seasons. May is also when the 
Municipality of Ajdovščina celebrates its 
holiday. To mark the occasion, the whole 
month is dedicated to a series of events, 
including the traditional May race which has 
become part of the Ultra-Trail and thus of the 
wider event. The fans of the race, from near 
and far, have an extraordinary opportunity 
to choose an appropriate running trail 
according to their skills and wishes.

I am glad to see that the organisers have set 
up the trails in such a way as to incorporate 
many of our natural, historical and cultural 
landmarks. With an additional 100-mile-race, 
the route will actually circle the entire valley 
along the Vipava River and symbolically 
unite all 6 municipalities included in the 
unique tourist brand, the Vipava Valley. The 
leading tourist guide Lonely Planet included 
the Vipava Valley in the list of the top 10 
destinations in Europe last year. I hope they 
will pique your interest as you pass them 
and entice you to return for a comprehensive 
experience of our land and people with a 
song and a glass of local wine.

I wish to thank the organisers for stepping 
up and organising such a large event. To all 
participants I wish a safe journey and may 
you be filled with a sense of accomplishment 
as you cross the finish line.

Tadej Beočanin
Mayor of  Ajdovščina

Welcome!
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of the Ultra-Trail Vipava Valley Slovenia 
competition,

Five years ago, when a small team of 
enthusiasts decided to organize an ultra-
trail competition that would take place 
in Vipava valley and its slopes, nobody, 
except for themselves, dared to think the 
competition would grow into one of the most 
important ultra-trail events in the region. A 
good name of an excellent Ultra-Trail Vipava 
Valley organization and the beauty of nature 
has spread evidently rapidly among the fans 
of such competitions. Nearly a thousand 
runners from thirty countries all over the 
world will be hosted this year.

Countryside destinations that have 
wonderful nature, divine culinary delights 
and hospitable locals are becoming more 
and more popular in Europe. 

In Vipava and the entire Vipava valley, we are 
proud to offer all that and even more. Our aim 
is to organize various cultural, entertaining 
and sporting events, and make a journey 
through the Valley yet more attractive to 
visitors.

The Ultra-Trail Vipava Valley is certainly one 
of the events that put our valley on the map of 

places worth visiting. 
Reading enthusiastic 
online comments from 
people that participated in 
previous Ultra-Trail Vipava 
Valley competitions about 
the beauty of our landscape 
and the hospitality they received 
from the locals, encourages us to support 
this event also in the future and help the 
organizers to the best of our ability.

In years to come, the Ultra-Trail Vipava Valley 
event will be given an additional significance 
by the complete renovation of the town of 
Vipava, which we have in plan. The arranged 
springs of the Vipava river, the promenade 
along the river, the newly renovated Main 
Square and the Lanthieri Park, including 
the additional overnight accommodations, 
will give Vipava a new look and even better 
conditions for a pleasant stay.

I wish all the participants of the Ultra-Trail 
Vipava Valley a lot of success and, above 
all, a lot of pleasure during competition. See 
you at the finish line in Vipava.

Goran Kodelja
Mayor of Vipava

Goran Kodelja
Mayor of Vipava

Dearparticipants
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programme
FRIDAY, 6 MAY
WHEN WHAT WHERE

08:00 - 22:00 BIBs pick ups (UTVV170/100/50/30) - Vipava
Lanthieri mansion
(Glavni trg 8, 5271 Vipava)

08:00 - 20:00 EXPO UTVV2022 - Vipava Vipava, Main Square

14:15 Bus transfer to the start of Emperor UTVV170 Vipava, Main Square

15:00 Emperor UTVV170 start Ajdovščina - Lavričev trg

19:00 Beer&burger fest UTVV Vipava, Main Square

20:00 Alpine lecture - Andrej&Marija Štremfelj Vipava, Main Square

22:15 Bus transfer to the start of Centurion - UTVV100 Vipava, Main Square

23:00 Centurion UTVV 100 start Ajdovščina - Lavričev trg

SUNDAY, 8 may
WHEN WHAT WHERE

11:00 Award ceremony (Emperor and Centurion)
Vipava, Main Square
(Glavni trg 15, 5271 Vipava)

13:00 Finish of the race UTVV Slovenia 2022 Vipava, Main Square

SATURDAY, 7 may
WHEN WHAT WHERE

05:00 - 15:00 BIBs pick up (UTVV 50/30/13) - Vipava
Lanthieri mansion
(Glavni trg 8, 5271 Vipava)

06:45 Bus transfer to the start of Gladiator - UTVV50 Vipava, Main Square

07:30 Gladiator - UTVV50 start Vipavski Križ

8:00 - 18:00 EXPO UTVV2022 Vipava, Main Square

10:15 Legionar - UTVV30 start Vipava, Main Square

10:30 Obelix - UTVV8 start Vipava, Main Square

From 11:00 Winners arrivals (UTVV 30/50/100/170) Vipava, Main Square

13:00  Beer&burger fest UTVV Vipava, Main Square

16:00 Asterix - UTVV13 start Vipava, Main Square

19:00 Award ceremony (Gladiator, Legionar, Asterix) Vipava, Main Square

20:00 - 24:00 Concert - Batista Cadillac & Dack Janiel`s Vipava, Main Square
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Security
Runner’s safety is the most important for us. Please read 
the safety instructions carefully! 

• Trail follows paths and tracks in a natural 
environment along mountain trails. 

• Volunteers along the trail will take care for the 
safety of runners. 

• Presence of medical teams and mountain rescue 
service is ensured. 

• Weather conditions can be variable. Snow 
can cover the highest peaks. Special danger 
represents the strong bora wind, which can 
hinder cross-exposed parts. On the other hand, 
the temperature in the valley can exceed 25 C. 

• Run along marked trails, and stay on the paths.
• Run below your peak possibilities to keep some 

energy to tackle a difficult situation such as a 
sudden change of the weather conditions .

• In the event of problems, contact the rescue 
service or the organizer. 

• All runners are obliged to assist a competitor in 
difficulty. 

• Competitors must carry a mobile phone. Check 
that you have provided the right phone number 
to the organizer. 

• Do not stop to rest, in the case of extreme 
fatigue, in the cold and wind, go to the nearest 
security post, if necessary by going back the 
way you came.

• Required the use of obligatory equipment. 
If the required equipment is not complete, or 
the competitor does not appear, penalties 
follow according to rules. Data on compulsory 
equipment can be found in the section of 
equipment. 

A mobile telephone is obligatory for each runner 
with the international roaming action activated 
throughout the race and with the battery in working 
order (think of deactivating your options to save you 
batteries, eg: Bluetooth). For those who are afraid 
of being disturbed by the ring of their phone, put it 
into silent mode keeping the “text alert” active. If 
the race should be stopped, keep your telephone 
switched on to receive further race information. The 
organizer must be able to contact you under any 
circumstance, which includes before and after the 
race, due to bad weather or any other unforeseen 
occurrence. 

Verify that the number that you have put on your 
registration document is the number of the phone 
that you will be carrying during the race.

Medical care 
Whenever the medical staff assesses that a runner is no longer able to continue the race they can stop 
the competitor and take care. In case of violations, the competitor may be disqualified.

Emergency Phone:
+386 30 290 089

Rescue service:
112

We advise you to save the 
Emergency number in your 

mobile phone, so you 
recognize the number, in 

case the organizator calls 
you!
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Technical Trail Description
Emperor and Centurion  start in Ajdovščina at Lavričev trg (106 m). Trail leads past the water spring of 
Hubelj, and climbs to Kovk (860 m), from there along the edge of Gora to the highest point – Mt. Mali 
Golak (1495 m). It continues past the mountain hut on Čaven (1242 m) and descends to the Mala Gora 
hut. Ascend to Kucelj (1237 m) is followed by a steep descent to the church of St. Mary at station Vitovlje. 
From where Emperor leads towards village Lijak and ascends to Grgar and magnificent Sv. Gora. From 
there the trail leads to Solkan and passes the Gorician fields, enter Italy and connect to the ridge on the 
south side of the valley, starting with Cerje, village Tabor, Pedrovo and picturesque castle Branik. From 
there the trail leads to Preserje, – junction with Centurion. Trails continue through beautiful scenic wine-
growing villages on the southern slopes of the Vipava Valley. Between St. Martin and Vrtovče the trail joins 
with Gladiator race, which starts in Vipavski Križ. The path continues along the southern slopes, through 
typical, compact Vipava villages of Lože and Podraga, climbs to Socerb at the southern end of the valley. 
Legionar joins the trails at CP Korita; all trails climb steeply towards Nanos to Pleša (1262 m). From there 
through the heart of Nanos, pass the tourist farm Abram and last descend to the finish line –Main Square 
in the center of Vipava – 108 m.  

The weather in the Vipava Valley and on the surrounding peaks can be very diverse in May, depending on 
the current weather situation. Temperatures may be close to 30° C on beautiful days in the valley, but are 
rarely higher. Also, the temperature can drop a few degrees below zero on a clear night and the express 
cooling of the tops is also possible. Therefore, you cannot be surprised with the presence of snow. It can 
be newly fallen snow, remains of the un-melted winter snow between Golaki and Čaven.

It is also worth drawing attention to the trademark of Vipava valley - the north wind bora (burja). Burja can 
blow over 100 km/h at cooling and thereby complicate the movement. The wind dramatically reduces 
the feeling of temperature; therefore, you must be careful when dressing for movement in these weather 
conditions. Therefore, it is important to follow the weather forecast and you are asked to adjust your 
equipment and clothing.

Climate in May in Vipava Valley

Emperor Centurion Gladiator Legionar

DISTANCE 170 km 107 km 54 km 30,7 km

Ascent 7780 m+ 5390 m+ 2230 m+ 1620 m+

START
Ajdovščina

06. 05. 2022 15:00 
(Friday)

Ajdovščina
06. 05. 2022 23:00

(Friday)

Vipavski Križ
07. 05. 2022 7:30

(Saturday)

Vipava
07. 05. 2022 10:15

(Saturday)

TIME LIMITS

Vitovlje
12 hours (41 km)

07. 05. 2022 03:00
(Saturday)

12 hours (41 km)
07. 05. 2022 11:00

(Saturday)
/ /

Renče
22 hours (86 km)

07. 05. 2022 13:00
(Saturday)

/ / /

Preserje /
16 hours (54 km)

07. 05. 2022 15:00
(Saturday)

/ /

Podnanos
38 hours (143 km)
08. 05. 2022 05:00

(Sunday)

22 hours (80 km)
07. 05. 2022 21:00

(Saturday)
/ /

Vipava (finish)
46 hours

08. 05. 2022 13:00
(Sunday)

35 hours
08. 05. 2022 10:00

(Sunday)

15 hours
07. 05. 2022 22:30

(Saturday)
/





bib guide

001
ULTRA

VIPAVA VALLEY
TRAIL

EMPEROR
170 km
MAY / 6-8 /2022

Janez 
NOVAK

Race BIB perforation

Name and Surname

Course name

Country flag

Course profileEmergency number

Time limit

Km from Start

AID station

001
CENTURION

106 km

ULTRA
VIPAVA VALLEY
TRAIL

MAY / 6-8 /2022

Janez 
NOVAK

001
CENTURION

106 km

ULTRA
VIPAVA VALLEY
TRAIL

MAY / 6-8 /2022

Janez 
NOVAK

001
CENTURION

106 km

ULTRA
VIPAVA VALLEY
TRAIL

MAY / 6-8 /2022

Janez 
NOVAK

001
CENTURION

106 km

ULTRA
VIPAVA VALLEY
TRAIL

MAY / 6-8 /2022

Janez 
NOVAK

001
CENTURION

106 km

ULTRA
VIPAVA VALLEY
TRAIL

MAY / 6-8 /2022

Janez 
NOVAK

FRONT: BACK:
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COUNTRIES
AT THE RACE 2022

GERMANY

BOSNIA AND 
HERZEGOVINA SLOVAKIA

FRANCE

ISRAEL

THE NETHERLANDS

UNITED KINGDOM

ARGENTINASLOVENIA

ITALY

CZECH REPUBLIC

AUSTRIA

UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA

UNITED ARAB EMIRAT

HUNGARY

LATVIA NORWAY MEXICO

POLAND ROMANIA

SWITZERLAND

BELGIUM CROATIA

CÔTE D’IVOIRE

IRELAND IRAN

MONTENEGRO NORTH MACEDONIA PORTUGAL

SERBIA SWEDEN UKRAINE
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Rules UTVV all races
General terms and conditions of the competition

• Each runner competes at its own responsibility.

• Runners should have prior experience in trail and 
ultra-trail running, they should not have vertigo, 
and should be physically well prepared.

• Runners under the age of 18 years cannot 
compete at UTVV170 /100/50 due to the extreme 
difficulty of the race. Runners younger than 14 
years cannot compete at the UTVV30.

• The race is carried out in all weather conditions 
unless the safety of the runners is at risk 
(extreme storm …). In such a case the Organizing 
Committee is going to decide on a backup trail, 
backup parts of the trail or cancellation of the 
race.

• The trail will be marked in a way that it will ensure 
that the runners will not have to deal with the 
orientation (e.g. strips, plates, flags …). The race 
staff and the volunteers will be present at key 
points to help and direct the runners.

• All runners must comply with the marked path. 
Any use of shortcuts and running out of the 
marked path shall be punished with penalties 
or immediate disqualification.

• If a runner does not see any markings for 
more than 200 m, he or she has to return to 
the last marking and re-check the possibility of 
continuing.

• If the marks are highly deficient or missing, 
runners have to report that at the nearest 
checkpoint.

• All runners must have required obligatory 
equipment.

• Competitors opting to use walking poles at the 
start of the race must carry these throughout the 
entire race until the Finish. It is not permitted to 
take on or to get rid of poles during the race. 

• Support of any kind on the trails between aid 
stations is not permitted!

• We strongly suggest the use of the GPS track 
on your watch.

• A runner may voluntarily withdraw from the race 
at the checkpoints or refreshment stations. The 
withdrawal must be immediately communicated 
to the organizer (Contact on the BIB number).
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Check-up of mandatory equipment may be at the start, or at any time along the trail. If the mandatory 
equipment is incomplete or a competitor does not show it, the penalty follows. One hour for every 
missing part of the obligatory equipment. A competitor may wear the equipment or has it stowed in 
a backpack (bag …).

In the case of a bad weather forecast, the organizer retains the right to impose additional mandatory 
equipment for the safety of the runners not later than one day before the event.

Upon receipt of BIB numbers, the runners can get 3 designated bag for personal equipment.

The runners can retrieve a bag with personal equipment

 1st  bag for UTVV170 at Renče (86 km – half trail)

 1st bag for UTVV100 at Preserje (54 km)

 2nd  bag for UTVV170&100 at Podnanos (143 km / 80 km)

The bag must be submitted at start area in Ajdovščina on Friday one hour before the start or at the BIB 
distribution center in Vipava.

The 2nd bag is crucial for your safety. It is mandatory that it includes proper equipment for the possible 
night with rain, strong wind and temperatures below zero on an open terrain in the mountains. Without 
good equipment at Nanos in the night it is very hard to finish the race.

The organizer will transfer the bags with personal equipment to Renče, Preserje, Podnanos and to the 
finish line in Vipava.

Mandatory equipment

Equipment transition (UTVV170/100)

UTVV170 UTVV100 UTVV50 UTVV30 UTVV13

BIB number always visible + + + + +

Water bottle (camel bag, bottle, soft flask …) + + + + /

Reusable drinking cup + + + + +

Survival blancet + + + / /

First aid (bandage, gauze, patch) + + + + /

Wind jacket + + O O /

Whistle + + O / /

Mobile phone + + O / /

Head lamp with spare battery + + O* / /

Running shoes + + + + +

Clothing suitable for winter conditions 
(from -3° C to 30° C), in case of strong wind 
(speed over 100 km/h)

+ + O O /

Sun protection O O O O /

Energy food O O O O /

Running poles O O O O /

+ Mandatory gears o Recommended gears o* Mandatory for slower runners
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• Failure to follow the marked trail and use of 
shortcuts (the trail has marked and hidden 
checkpoints). Each runner must be recorded at 
all checkpoints. Penalty for missing a checkpoint 
from up to 2 hours, depending on the situation.

• Incomplete obligatory equipment (organizer may 
at any time verify if the runner has all the obligatory 
equipment). Each runner must have and must 
show the obligatory equipment, if asked to do 
so. Penalty for incomplete obligatory equipment 
is 0,5 hour for every missing part. If you do not 
show the equipment, you are disqualified. 

• Disposal of trash on the trail and next to it. 
Disqualification.

• Using shortcuts, not following the marked path, 
coming to CP or station from the wrong direction. 
A least one hour penalty for every irregularity.  

• Use of transport during the race. Disqualification 
for life.

• Failing to aid another competitor in trouble. 
Disqualification.

• Insults or threats to the organizer or to a volunteer. 
Disqualification.

• Proceeding after the time limit has been reached. 
Disqualification.

• Using support between stations – 1 hour penalty

• Disqualification or penalty can be immediate, or 
upon the detection of the irregularity.

• Inappropriate wear of BIB nr - disqualification 
upon being notice by organizator.

Penalties and prohibitions

time limits
UTVV170 UTVV100 UTVV50 UTVV30

DISTANCE 170 km 107 km 54 km 31,5 km

Ascent 7780 m+ 5390 m+ 2445 m+ 1620 m+

START
Ajdovščina

06. 05. 2022 15:00 
(Friday)

Ajdovščina
06. 05. 2022 23:00

(Friday)

Vipavski Križ
07. 05. 2022 7:30

(Saturday)

Vipava
07. 05. 2022 10:15

(Saturday)

TIME LIMITS

Vitovlje
12 hours (41 km)

07. 05. 2022 03:00
(Saturday)

12 hours (41 km)
07. 05. 2022 11:00

(Saturday)
/ /

Renče
22 hours (86 km)

07. 05. 2022 13:00
(Saturday)

/ / /

Preserje /
16 hours (54 km)

07. 05. 2022 15:00
(Saturday)

/ /

Podnanos
38 hours (143 km)
08. 05. 2022 05:00

(Sunday)

22 hours (80 km)
07. 05. 2022 21:00

(Saturday)
/ /

Vipava (finish)
46 hours

08. 05. 2022 13:00
(Sunday)

35 hours
08. 05. 2022 10:00

(Sunday)

15 hours
07. 05. 2022 22:30

(Saturday)
/

The runners must arrive/start from the checkpoint and arrive to the finish within the time limit. 
If runners arrive/start from the checkpoint after the time limit, they are automatically disqualified, and the 
organizer arranges transport for the runners to the finish. The runners are also disqualified if they do not 
arrive at the finish before the time limit.

The last runner on the trail is “sweeper”, who ensures that no runner falls behind. Sweeper accompanies 
the runner to the next checkpoint if necessary.
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Refreshment & 
checkpoints

Medical treatment

Photo 
documentation

Complaints

Liability

The trail has several refreshment stations and 
checkpoints. At refreshment stations, the runners 
can get drinks and food and fill their bottles with 
liquid to continue running. The runners can throw off 
their waste only at the checkpoints and refreshment 
stations.

Whenever the medical staff assesses that a runner is 
no longer able to continue the race they can stop the 
competitor and take care. In a case of violations, the 
competitor may be disqualified.

The runners agree to use of photo and video 
material recorded during the race for promotional 
purposes by the organizer.

All complaints must be submitted within half an hour after the arrival of the runner to the finish in written 
form with a deposit of € 50. The appeal is going to be examined and the response is going to be provided 
by the Organizing committee jury. The decision is going to be taken as soon as possible. The decision has 
no appeal. It is not going to be possible to appeal to the decision; it is going to be final.

Any complaints about irregularities at the trail must be made in written form and with supporting 
documentation (photo material, or at least three witnesses)

The jury is composed of:

• Race director

• Technical director

• Head of the checkpoint or refreshment stations, depending on individual complaint

• Other persons considered to be competent in a particular dispute or complaint (appointed by the 
leader of the competition)

The final version of the manual is going to be published on the website one day before 
the race.

Technical guidance will also be made before each start.

Runners are participating in the race at their 
own risk. The organizer assumes no liability for 
injury or damage caused to the equipment. By 
attending the race, the runner agrees to all rules 
and consequences that apply to the event.
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UTVV170 s ta r ts  in 
Ajdovščina at 106 m. 

First challenge for runners 
is ascent to Kovk at 860 m. 

Trail follows the lookout edge of 
Gora and ascends to the highest 

point of trail – Mali Golak (1496 m). 
Trail continues pass Mountain hut on 

Čaven (1242 m), across Kucelj (1237 m) 
and to St. Mary Church in Vitovlje. Then it 

continues past Lijak all the way to the Sveta 
Gora where it descends again. It comes to 

Nova Gorica and goes to Gorizia (Italy) through 
Europa square. In Gorizia it leads you on famous 

via Restel, on castle in Gorizia and then back to 
Slovenia in Kostanjevica, Panovec and towards 
Renče. After ascending to Cerje (monument) you 
will join the southern ridge to Tabor and continue 
(join with UTVV100 ) to wine-growing southern 
slopes: Preserje – Sveti Martin – Vrtovče–Planina- 
Lože-Goče – Podraga. In Podnanos starts the last 
ascent to the edge of Nanos. The trail continues 
along the picturesque and lookout edge to the 
highest point Pleša at 1262 m. Runners continue 
through the forest in the heart of Nanos (by Tourist 
Farm Abram) to a beautiful descent to the Valley 
towards the finish line in Vipava center (108 m).

Date and time of start
Friday, 6 May 2022, 15:00

Location of start
Ajdovščina (Lavričev trg - old town) 

Location of finish
Vipava (Center) 

Distance
170 km (100 miles)

Ascent 
7.780 m+

Refreshment points
14

Maximum time
46:00 hours

EMPEROR
UTVV170
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Aid stations EMPEROR

wHO TO FOLLOW

Station
Name of the Aid 

Station
Km from start

to the next 
station

Time limit
Bag 

transition
km D+ km d+ h

Start Ajdovščina 0 0 12,7 1036

E1 Otlica 13 1036 10,1 880

E2 Koča Golaki 23 1916 9,6 374

E3 Mala Gora 32 2290 9,5 390

E4 Vitovlje 42 2680 13,8 483 12 07. 05. 2022, 3:00

E5 Grgar 56 3163 11,9 524

E6 Nova Gorica MP 68 3687 19,5 316

E7 Renče 87 4003 7,3 352 22 07. 05. 2022, 13:00 Renče

E8 Cerje 94 4355 13,6 389

E9 Tabor nad Dornberkom 108 4744 11,6 538

E10 Preserje 120 5282 14,1 498

E11 Lože 134 5780 10,9 543

E12 Podnanos 145 6323 9,5 1184 38 08. 05. 2022, 5:00 Podnanos

E13 Nanos 154 7507 6,8 142

E14 Abram 161 7649 10,0 124

Finish Vipava 170 7773 46 08. 05. 2022, 13:00 Vipava

All runners of UTVV170 will be equipped with GPS trackers.

All instructions regarding GPS trackers you will get at the GPS pick-up point.

There are additional checkpoints hidden on the track.

MARCIN
SWIERC
ITRA POINTS: 837
POLAND
BUFF PRO TEAM

CLAIRE
BANNWARTH
ITRA POINTS: 694
FRANCE
LAPIN DUDURACEL

ANŽE
SOBOČAN
ITRA POINTS: 765
SLOVENIA
SALOMON SLOVENIJA

MARTINA
DVORAKOVA
ITRA POINTS: 624
CZECH REPUBLIC
COLUMBIA 
MONTRAIL/
RUNNINGZONE 
BRNO

ANDI
MAMIĆ
ITRA POINTS: 726
SLOVENIA
UTVV RACE TEAM

FEDERICA
MENTI
ITRA POINTS: 607
ITALY
ATLETICA VICENTINA

FABIO DI 
GIACOMO
ITRA POINTS: 773
ITALY

ALEXANDRINE
RENARD
ITRA POINTS: 551
BELGIE
TEAM LURNÅD - 
CHOUMETTES

RENÉ
CLAUSSNITZER
ITRA POINTS: 722
GERMANY
PACE KILLERS

MAHYA
KARBALAII
ITRA POINTS: 576
IRAN
DANIELI TRAIL 
RUNNING TEAM
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How to follow or support 
EMPEROR

Ajdovščina and Hubelj Source

Park the car at the edge of Castra 
castle near Hubelj River. After the 
start, you have to be quick. Go back 
to the main road at the bridge over 
Hubelj river and turn left (eastwards) 
over the bridge, cross the bridge and 
turn left, follow the signs for Izvir 
Hublja (Hubelj Source) a 3,5 km 
drive. Drive back to Ajdovščina to 
the bridge over Hubelj River and turn 
left.

Otlica and Predmeja ViewPoint

In Ajdovščina drive eastwards and 
turn left for Col 9 km. At entrance in 
Col turn left for Črni vrh and in the 

centre of the Col village, bypassing 
the church turn left for Predmeja. 
Follow the main road to Otlica 9 
km. The first station is at the Angora 
bar near the church in Otlica village. 
Proceed westwards to Predmeja 
viewpoint another 5 km. The CP3, 
is by the road with great views over 
the valley. 

Golaki hut

Proceed westwards and after 1,5 km 
your turn right for Lokve. You will 
soon come to the gravel road. After 
3 km you come to the first right turn 
for Golaki hut, don’t turn right just 
proceed. Another 1 km and there will 
be left turn for Čaven, just procced 

right for Golaki hut and follow the 
main gravel road. When you come to 
the pass Strgarija, there will be a 
right turn for the Golaki hut (sign). 
Follow a smaller gravel road to the 
parking place under the Golaki hut 
3 km from Strgarija. You can reach 
the hut by foot in 5 min. If you have 
enough time you can walk to the top 
of Mali Golak (highest point), it is a 30 
min walk from the hut. 

Čaven hut

After you met your runner you have 
to drive back to the Strgarija pass, 
turn left back towards Predmeja. In 
a strong left turn on the main gravel 
road, there is a right turn for Čaven 

where micro location address km GPS fa
st

sl
ow

Ajdovščina Castra Castle Start Lavričev trg, Ajdovščina 0 45.889139, 13.905597 15:00 15:00

Hubelj source Bridge / Cesta IV. Prekomorske 75, Ajdovščina 2,5 45.904048, 13.912327 15:10 15:20

Otlica Angora bar E1 Otlica 47, Ajdovščina 13 45.927614, 13.910237 16:29 17:46

Predmeja Viewpoint / Predmeja 9/a, Ajdovščina 17 45.943839, 13.876286 17:00 19:00

Iztokova hut Parking 5 min under hut E2 Predmeja 150, Ajdovščina 23 45.974957, 13.851581 17:50 21:08

Čaven
Hut of Mala gora CP - 25 min 
walk

E3 Stomaž 87, Dobravlje 32 45.929015, 13.853377 18:54 23:53

Vitovlje
Parking 25 min under CP- St. 
Mary Church

E4 Vitovlje 16, Šempas, P nearby 42 45.93462, 13.768984 19:59 02:18*

Grgar On the road at private house E5 Grgar 10, Grgar 56 45.993065, 13.671264 21:19 05:18*

Border crossing Border with Italy E6 Erjavčeva ulica 51, Nova Gorica 68 45.969699, 13.641271 22:45 09:03*

Renče Cultural hall E7 Trg 21, Renče 87 45.88991, 13.66993 00:31* 12:09*

Cerje Cerje tower E8
Cerje-braniteljem slovenske zemlje, 
Miren

94 45.87234, 13.61653 01:31* 14:10*

Tabor nad Dornberkom On the road at private house E9 Tabor 17, Dornberk 108 45.88004, 13.73923 03:04* 17:52*

Preserje Bikers hut E10 Bikers hut 120 45.795150, 13.903680 04:28* 21:21*

Lože Caastle E11 Grad Lože, Lože 26, Vipava 134 45.829580, 13.934640 06:08* 02:04**

Podnanos School E12 Podnanos 77, Podnanos 145 45.797296, 13.973114 07:34* 04:59**

Lovska hut
Hunting Hut, good parking, no 
aid station - viewpoint

/ Nanos 10/a, Vipava 149 45.796417, 14.009566 08:30* 07:00**

Nanos peak
Parkplace near the hut, hard 
gravel road

E13 Nanos 11, Vipava 154 45.772531, 14.051881 09:21* 09:00**

Abram Hunting hut E14 Nanos 6/a Vipava 161 45.819994, 14.019513 10:05* 10:59**

Vipava center City Square Finish Glavni trg 1, Vipava 171 45.846451, 13.962477 11:00* 12:32**

* Saturday 7/5/2022
** Sunday 8/5/2022
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(sign, remember it, when you drive 
up to Golaki hut). Follow the gravel 
road for Čaven, there are signs at the 
crossroads. Always choose left. You 
drive to Veverica, a perfect viewpoint 
at the top of the mountain, you have 
to stop for at least a photo. One more 
km and you come to Čaven hut. 
Park your car here. Runners will come 
here, the station is at Mala gora, 25 
min walk bellow. Follow the signs of 
the 100 km race, it is an epic part of 
UTVV. Great photos! From Čaven hut 
you have to drive back to Predmeja. 

Vitovlje

At Predmeja just follow the signs for 
Ajdovščina, you will be descending 
on one of the most beautiful roads in 
Slovenia with tunnels and bridges. If 
you like to spare your car at gravel 
roads then you do not have to drive 
to Golaki and Čaven, at Predmeja just 
turn left for Ajdovščina. In Lokavec 
turn left for Ajdovščina. When you 
come to Ajdovščina 11 km from 
Predmeja, just after the cemetery on 
the right, turn right for Nova Gorica 
and procced westwards. Follow 
the signs for Nova Gorica. You 
will pass Dobravlje, Potoče, Batuje, 
Črniče. After Črniče you will come to 
Šempas, at the entrance there will be 
a sign for Vitovlje (right turn). You can 
already see the St. Mary Church (S4) 
high above the valley on a hill. After 
500 m from the main road, you turn 
right following the sign “Prireditveni 
prostor 2 km”. A step 2 km drive 
to the huge parking and party place. 
Park your car here. Walk back 200 m 
to the houses. There is a path through 
them and signs for Sv. Marija. In a few 
minutes, you will find the 100 UTVV 
track signs, if you follow them you 
can walk in 25 min to the station 4 at 
the St. Mary church. 

Border Crossing Nova Gorica - 
Italy

From Qlandia Nova Gorica go to the 
end of Erjavčeva ulica to the border 
with Italy. You can park on a train 
station 300 m to the right.

Renče

From Nova Gorica go towards Volčja 
Draga, then Bukovica and from there 
to Renče. THere is a parking space 
100 m from Aid Station.

Cerje

From Renče go back to Volčja Draga, 
Bilje and to Miren. From Miren follow 
the road 614 towards Opatje Selo. 
After a few sharp turns on the road, 
pay attention ro a sign for Cerje 
Tower. You can park just at the Tower. 

Tabor pri Dornberku

From Cerje go back to Miren, drive 
back to Volčja Draga and towards 
Dornberk. In Dornberk turn right 
towards Tabor and go steep up into 
the village. No big parking area there, 
so find some spot where you dont 
disturb local traffic. 

Preserje

From Tabor go back towards Dornberk 
and turn right on the regional road 
204 towards Branik. At a cemetery 
at Branik turn left for Preserje and 
drive steep up until you reach the 
Preserje ridge. Once on Preserje, turn 
right and follow narrow road for 2 km 
before you reach the Biker Hut, which 
is the aid station. it is 200 m forward 
from the Hunting hut, that is just by 
the road.

Lože

Option A (shorter): Continue driving 
from Preserje to Brje, before the 
bridge crossing Vipava river turn right 
on gravel road and drive to Velike 
Žablje, to Dolenje. From Dolenje 
continue driving on the right side of 
the Vipava river on gravel road, until 
you reach Slap village. From Slap to 
Lože, where you find a parking space 
where you dont disturb local traffic 
and go by foot to Lože castle. 

Option B (longer): Continue driving 
from Preserje to Brje, cross the bridge 
over Vipava and drive to towards 
Potoče. In Potoče you can take a 
highway H4 to Vipava (only if you 
have vignette on your car! ) or take a 
regional road to Vipava. From Vipava 
on a roundabout take right for Slap/
Lože, cross the bridge and go left 
towards Lože. 

Podnanos

Go to regional road 444 and drive 
5 km to Podnanos. There is a big 
parking area in front of the 
Elementary School where
is aid station.  

Nanos and Lovska (Hunting) hut

Drive eastwards for Razdrto. 1 
km after Podnanos you leave the 
main road and turn left for Nanos 
(sign). Follow a picturesque asphalt 
mountain road to the pass at the 
ridge. A photo or two is necessary. 
When you come to the ridge, you will 
find Lovska hut parking place on the 
right.  

It is possible to drive to the top of 
Nanos - Pleša, but the road is gravel 
and you need some good driving 
skills. Control point is in the TV 
antenna tower. It is better to proceed 
over gravel roads of Nanos plateau 
following the signs for Abram with 
station 13. At Abram you can see a 
bear. 

Abram

From Lovska koča Nanos (Hunting 
hut Nanos) follow the signs for Abram. 
It is good gravel road. At Abram is a 
big parking area, but bad signal!

Vipava 

Drive westwards down to Sanabor, 
and turn left for Vrhpolje and Vipava. 
In Vipava park your car and walk to 
the center, max 500 m walk.

TIP: Use the map of Vipava 
valley, you will get it at the 

registrations or use the 
Addresses or GPS location in 
google maps navigation in 

your cell phone.
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Ultra-Trail Vipava Valley • May / 6-8 / 2022

Kočevsko Outdoor Festival • June / 3-5 / 2022

Dolomiti Extreme Trail • June / 10-12 / 2022

Soča Outdoor Festival • July / 1-3 / 2022

Jahorina Ultra Trail • July / 23-24 / 2022

KAT100 • August / 4-6 / 2022

Julian Alps Trail Run • September / 16-18 / 2022

Nassfeld Mountain Skytrails • September / 23-24 / 2022

Dalmacija Ultra Trail • October / 14-16 / 2022

Whether you have a set running goal or seeking to 
challenge yourself, the Trail is calling your name.

CHAMPIONSHIP

2022

Alpe Adria Trail Cup is a trail running league that connects 
the best trail running events in the region.

RACES:

www.alpeadria-trailcup.com



3.-5. junij 2022
kocevsko–outdoor.si

10 km

15 km

30 km

60 km

TRAIL TEK:

TRAIL

BEER&BURGER 

OTROŠKO VARSTVO

TEKMOVANJE

KONCERT



The Centurion starts in 
Ajdovščina at 106 m. First 

challenge for runners is an ascent 
to Kovk at 860 m. Trail follows the 

lookout edge of Gora and ascends 
to the highest point of trail – Mali 

Golak (1496 m). Trail continues past 
Mountain hut on Čaven (1242 m), across 

Kucelj (1237 m) and descends to the Valley. 
After a short ascent to Preserje, it crosses 

wine-growing southern slopes: Preserje – Sveti 
Martin – Planina – Goče – Socerb. In Podnanos 
starts the last ascent to the edge of Nanos. 
The trail continues along the picturesque and 
lookout edge to the highest point Pleša at 
1262 m. Runners continue through the forest 
in the heart of Nanos (by Tourist Farm Abram) 
to a beautiful descent to the Valley towards the 
finish line in Vipava center (108 m).

Date and time of start
Friday, 6 May 2022, 23:00

Location of start
Ajdovščina (Lavričev trg - old town) 

Location of finish
Vipava (Center) 

Distance
107 km

Ascent 
5.390 m+

Refreshment points
9

Maximum time
35:00 hours

CENTURION
UTVV100
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Aid stations CENTURION

wHO TO FOLLOW

Station
Name of the Aid 

Station
Km from start

to the next 
station

Time limit
Bag 

transition
km D+ km d+ h

Start Ajdovščina 0 0 12,7 1014

C1 Otlica 13 1014 10,2 876

C2 Koča Golaki 23 1890 9,7 363

C3 Mala Gora 32 2253 9,2 370

C4 Vitovlje 42 2623 13,7 307 12 07. 05. 2022, 11:00

C5 Preserje 56 2930 14,2 501 16 07. 05. 2022, 15:00 Preserje

C6 Lože 70 3431 11,0 537

C7 Podnanos 81 3968 9,4 1183 22 07. 05. 2022, 21:00 Podnanos

C8 Nanos 90 5151 6,8 129

C9 Abram 97 5280 10,5 110

Finish Vipava 107 5390 35 08. 05. 2022, 10:00 Vipava

All runners of UTVV170 will be equipped with GPS trackers.

All instructions regarding GPS trackers you will get at the GPS pick-up point.

There are additional checkpoints hidden on the track.

SANTOS GABRIEL

RUEDA
ITRA POINTS: 847
ARGENTINA

BARBORA
CICHÁ
ITRA POINTS: 636
CZECH REPUBLIC
X-TRAIL ORLOVÁ

JAN
BOŽIČ
ITRA POINTS: 769
SLOVENIA

ALENKA 
PAVC
ITRA POINTS: 609
SLOVENIA
TEAM PAVC

MARTIN 
ŠTENDLER
ITRA POINTS: 732
SLOVENIA

NINA
FRELIH
ITRA POINTS: 600
SLOVENIA
TSK IDRIJA

ANDRAŽ 
POGOREVC
ITRA POINTS: 725
SLOVENIA
VIT-ŠPORT VITANJE

ELENA ASIA
NOACCO
ITRA POINTS: 580
ITALY
ZERO D+ TRAIL 
TEAM

TOMASZ 
KIK
ITRA POINTS: 729
SLOVAKIA
SLOVAK ULTRA TRAIL 

URŠA
TROBEC
ITRA POINTS: 594
SLOVENIA
KGT PAPEŽ
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Ajdovščina and Hubelj Source

Park the car at the edge of Castra 
castle near Hubelj River. After the 
start, you have to be quick. Go back 
to the main road at the bridge over 
Hubelj river and turn left (eastwards) 
over the bridge, cross the bridge and 
turn left, follow the signs for Izvir 
Hublja (Hubelj Source) a 3,5 km 
drive. Drive back to Ajdovščina to 
the bridge over Hubelj River and turn 
left.

Otlica and Predmeja ViewPoint

In Ajdovščina drive eastwards and 
turn left for Col 9 km. At entrance in 
Col turn left for Črni vrh and in the 
centre of the Col village, bypassing 
the church turn left for Predmeja. 
Follow the main road to Otlica 9 
km. The first station is at the Angora 

bar near the church in Otlica village. 
Proceed westwards to Predmeja 
viewpoint another 5 km. The CP3, 
is by the road with great views over 
the valley. 

Golaki hut

Proceed westwards and after 1,5 km 
your turn right for Lokve. You will 
soon come to the gravel road. After 
3 km you come to the first right turn 
for Golaki hut, don’t turn right just 
proceed. Another 1 km and there will 
be left turn for Čaven, just procced 
right for Golaki hut and follow the 
main gravel road. When you come to 
the pass Strgarija, there will be a 
right turn for the Golaki hut (sign). 
Follow a smaller gravel road to the 
parking place under the Golaki hut 
3 km from Strgarija. You can reach 
the hut by foot in 5 min. If you have 

enough time you can walk to the top 
of Mali Golak (highest point), it is a 30 
min walk from the hut. 

Čaven hut

After you met your runner you have 
to drive back to the Strgarija pass, 
turn left back towards Predmeja. In 
a strong left turn on the main gravel 
road, there is a right turn for Čaven 
(sign, remember it, when you drive 
up to Golaki hut). Follow the gravel 
road for Čaven, there are signs at the 
crossroads. Always choose left. You 
drive to Veverica, a perfect viewpoint 
at the top of the mountain, you have 
to stop for at least a photo. One more 
km and you come to Čaven hut. Park 
your car here. Runners will come 
here, the station is at Mala gora, 25 
min walk bellow. Follow the signs of 
the 100 km race, it is an epic part of 

where micro location address km GPS fa
st

sl
ow

Ajdovščina Castra Castle Start Lavričev trg, Ajdovščina 0 45.889139, 13.905597 23:00 23:00

Hubelj source Bridge / Cesta IV. Prekomorske 75, Ajdovščina 2,5 45.904048, 13.912327 23:10 23:20

Otlica Angora bar C1 Otlica 47, Ajdovščina 13 45.927614, 13.910237 0:35* 1:41*

Predmeja Viewpoint / Predmeja 9/a, Ajdovščina 17,5 45.943839, 13.876286 01:15* 03:45*

Iztokova hut Parking 5 min under hut C2 Predmeja 150, Ajdovščina 23 45.974957, 13.851581 02:02* 05:11*

Čaven
Hut of Mala gora CP - 25 min 
walk

C3 Stomaž 87, Dobravlje 33 45.929015, 13.853377 03:14* 07:46*

Vitovlje
Parking 25 min under CP- St. 
Mary Church

C4 Vitovlje 16, Šempas, P nearby 42 45.93462, 13.768984 04:25* 10:14*

Preserje Bikers hut C5 Bikers hut 56 45.795150, 13.903680 05:53* 14:01*

Lože Castle C6 Grad Lože, Lože 26, Vipava 70 45.829580, 13.934640 07:39* 18:16*

Podnanos School C7 Podnanos 77, Podnanos 81 45.797296, 13.973114 09:59* 22:45*

Lovska hut
Hunting Hut, good parking, no 
aid station - viewpoint

/ Nanos 10/a, Vipava 85,5 45.796417, 14.009566 10:50* 00:45**

Nanos peak
Parkplace near the hut, hard 
gravel road

C8 Nanos 11, Vipava 90 45.772531, 14.051881 11:36* 3:36**

Abram Hunting hut C9 Nanos 6/a Vipava 97 45.819994, 14.019513 12:20* 05:33**

Vipava center City Square Finish Glavni trg 1, Vipava 107 45.846451, 13.962477 13:06* 07:55**

How to follow or support 
CENTURION

* Saturday 7/5/2022
** Sunday 8/5/2022
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UTVV. Great photos! From Čaven hut 
you have to drive back to Predmeja. 

To Vitovlje

At Predmeja just follow the signs for 
Ajdovščina, you will be descending 
on one of the most beautiful roads in 
Slovenia with tunnels and bridges. If 
you like to spare your car at gravel 
roads then you do not have to drive 
to Golaki and Čaven, at Predmeja just 
turn left for Ajdovščina. In Lokavec 
turn left for Ajdovščina. When you 
come to Ajdovščina 11 km from 
Predmeja, just after the cemetery on 
the right, turn right for Nova Gorica 
and procced westwards. Follow 
the signs for Nova Gorica. You 
will pass Dobravlje, Potoče, Batuje, 
Črniče. After Črniče you will come to 
Šempas, at the entrance there will be 
a sign for Vitovlje (right turn). You can 
already see the St. Mary Church (S3) 
high above the valley on a hill. After 
500 m from the main road, you turn 
right following the sign “Prireditveni 
prostor 2 km”. A step 2 km drive 
to the huge parking and party place. 
Park your car here. Walk back 200 m 
to the houses. There is a path through 
them and signs for Sv. Marija. In a few 
minutes, you will find the 100 UTVV 
track signs, if you follow them you 
can walk in 25 min to the station 3 at 
the St. Mary church. If your runner 

is very fast then it is almost 
impossible to drive from Čaven 
to Vitovlje to catch him. Then you 
just go to Preserje.

Lože

Option A (shorter): Continue driving 
from Preserje to Brje, before the 
bridge crossing Vipava river turn right 
on gravel road and drive to Velike 
Žablje, to Dolenje. From Dolenje 
continue driving on the right side of 
the Vipava river on gravel road, until 
you reach Slap village. From Slap to 
Lože, where you find a parking space 
where you dont disturb local traffic 
and go by foot to Lože castle. 

Option B (longer): Continue driving 
from Preserje to Brje, cross the bridge 
over Vipava and drive to towards 
Potoče. In Potoče you can take a 
highway H4 to Vipava (only if you 
have vignette on your car! ) or take a 
regional road to Vipava. From Vipava 
on a roundabout take right for Slap/
Lože, cross the bridge and go left 
towards Lože. 

Podnanos

Go to regional road 444 and drive 5km 
to Podnanos. There is a big parking 
area in front of the Elementary School 
where is aid station.   

Nanos and Lovska (Hunting) hut

Drive eastwards for Razdrto. 1 km 
after Podnanos you leave the main 
road and turn left for Nanos (sign). 
Follow picturesque asphalt mountain 
road to the pass at the ridge. A photo 
or two is necessary. When you come 
to the ridge, you will find Lovska hut 
parking place on the right.  

It is possible to drive to the top of 
Nanos - Pleša, but the road is gravel 
and you need some good driving 
skills. Control point is in the TV 
antenna tower. It is better to proceed 
over gravel roads of Nanos plateau 
following the signs for Abram with 
station 13. At Abram you can see a 
bear. 

Abram

From Lovska koča Nanos (Hunting 
hut Nanos) follow the signs for Abram. 
It is good gravel road. At Abram is a 
big parking area, but bad signal!

Vipava 

Drive westwards down to Sanabor, 
and turn left for Vrhpolje and Vipava. 
In Vipava park your car and walk to 
the center, max 500 m walk.

TIP: Use the map of Vipava 
valley, you will get it at the 

registrations or use the 
Addresses or GPS location in 
google maps navigation in 

your cell phone.
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The Gladiator starts in a small 
village Vipavski Križ and crosses 

panoramic wine-growing southern 
slopes and villages from Velike Žablje 

to Planina, Goče to Socerb. The last 
ascent to the edge of Nanos starts in 

Podnanos. The trail continues along the 

picturesque and lookout edge to the highest 
point Pleša at 1262 m. Runners continue 
through the forest in the heart of Nanos 
(pass a Tourist Farm Abram) to a beautiful 
descent to the Valley towards the finish line 
in Vipava Center (108m). 

Date and time of start
Saturday, 7 May 2022, 07:30

Location of start
Vipavski križ – main Square 

Location of finish
Vipava (Center) 

Distance
54 km

Ascent 
2.545 m+

Refreshment points
4

Maximum time
15:00 hours

GLADIATOR
B!TE ME UTVV50
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AID STATIONS GLADIATOR

wHO TO FOLLOW

Station
Name of the Aid 

Station
Km from start

to the next 
station

Time limit

km D+ km d+ h
Start Vipavski Križ 0 0 16,6 577

G1 Lože 17 577 10,8 562

G2 Podnanos 27 1138 9,5 98

G3 Nanos 37 1237 6,8 454

G4 Abram 44 1691 10,4 917

Finish Vipava 54 2608 15 07. 05. 2022, 22:30

There are additional checkpoints hidden on the track.

DONATELLO
ROTA
ITRA POINTS: 810
ITALY
TEAM KAILAS 
INTERNATIONAL

PETRA
TRATNIK
ITRA POINTS: 745
SLOVENIA
NANOS/PODNANOS

MARKO
TRATNIK
ITRA POINTS: 808
SLOVENIA
NANOS/PODNANOS

MARTINA
POTRČ
ITRA POINTS: 718
SLOVENIA
ON RUNNING 
SLOVENIA

ALEŠ 
ŽONTAR
ITRA POINTS: 782
SLOVENIA
NANOS/PODNANOS

ANJA
ZIMA
ITRA POINTS: 618
SLOVENIA

JON
LIHTENEGER
ITRA POINTS: 772
SLOVENIA
K24 ULTRA TRAIL 
TEAM

JASMINA
MUNIH
ITRA POINTS: 610
SLOVENIA
NANOS/PODNANOS

MARJAN
ZUPANČIČ
ITRA POINTS: 772
SLOVENIA
KGT PAPEŽ

ÁGNES
KÓRÓDI
ITRA POINTS: 618
HUNGARY
MFSE
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How to follow or support 
GLADIATOR

Vipavski križ

From Vipava or Ajdovščina use the 
main road, not highway westwards. 
Drive through Ajdovščina, 2 km after 
in Cesta turn left for Vipavski križ 
(sign) 1 km, two churches on the hill. 
Parking on the entrance in the old 
town. 

Lože

Go back to Ajdovščina. In Ajdovščina 
you can take a highway H4 to Vipava 
(only if you have vignette on your car! 
) or take a regional road to Vipava. 
From Vipava on a roundabout take 
right for Slap/Lože, cross the bridge 
and go left towards Lože. 

Podnanos

Go to regional road 444 and drive 5km 
to Podnanos. There is a big parking 
area in front of the Elementary School 
where is aid station.   

Nanos and Lovska (Hunting) hut

Drive eastwards for Razdrto. 1 km 
after Podnanos you leave the main 
road and turn left for Nanos (sign). 
Follow picturesque asphalt mountain 
road to the pass at the ridge. A photo 
or two is necessary. When you come 
to the ridge, you will find Lovska hut 
parking place on the right.  

It is possible to drive to the top of 
Nanos - Pleša, but the road is gravel 
and you need some good driving 
skills. Control point is in the TV 
antenna tower. It is better to proceed 

over gravel roads of Nanos plateau 
following the signs for Abram with 
station 13. At Abram you can see a 
bear. 

Abram

From Lovska koča Nanos (Hunting 
hut Nanos) follow the signs for 
Abram. It is good gravel road. At 
Abram is a big parking area, but 
bad signal!

Vipava 

Drive westwards down 
to Sanabor, and turn 
left for Vrhpolje and 
Vipava. In Vipava 
park your car and 
walk to the center, 
max 500 m walk.

where micro location address km GPS fa
st

sl
ow

Vipavski križ Old town Start Vipavski križ 12, Ajdovščina 0 45.880627, 13.862323 7:30 7:30

Lože Caastle G1 Grad Lože, Lože 26, Vipava 17 45.829580, 13.934640 8:45 10:07

Podnanos School G2 Podnanos 77, Podnanos 27 45.797296, 13.973114 9:42 13:12

Lovska hut
Hunting Hut, good parking, no 
aid station - viewpoint

/ Nanos 10/a, Vipava 31 45.796417, 14.009566 10:15 15:00

Nanos peak
Parkplace near the hut, hard 
gravel road

G3 Nanos 11, Vipava 37 45.772531, 14.051881 11:00 16:32

Abram Hunting hut G4 Nanos 6/a Vipava 44 45.819994, 14.019513 11:31 18:12

Vipava center City Square Finish Glavni trg 1, Vipava 54 45.846451, 13.962477 12:04 20:28

TIP: Use the map of Vipava 
valley, you will get it at the 

registrations or use the 
Addresses or GPS location in 
google maps navigation in 

your cell phone.
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WHERE BEAUTY
MEETS CHALLENGE



LEGIONAR 
AL!VE 

UTVV30

Legionar starts in Vipava (108 m) and follows the trails via Camp Tura and St.Nikolaj 
church to the Korita where joins other distances, then climbs steeply to Nanos. The 

trail continues along the picturesque and lookout edge to the highest point Pleša at 
1262 m. Runners continue through the forest in the heart of Nanos to a beautiful descent 

to the Valley towards the finish line in Vipava Center (108 m).  

Date and time of start
Saturday, 7 May 2022, 10:15

Location of start
Vipava (Center) 

Location of finish
Vipava (Center) 

Distance
30 km

Ascent 
1.620 m+

Refreshment points
3
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AID STATIONS LEGIONAR

wHO TO FOLLOW

Station
Name of the Aid 

Station
Km from start

to the next 
station

km D+ km d+
Start Vipava 0 0 6,5 232

L1 Korita 7 232 6,9 0

L2 Nanos 13 232 6,8 470

L3 Abram 20 702 10,5 908

Finish Vipava 31 1610

There are additional checkpoints hidden on the track.

GIL
PINTARELLI
ITRA POINTS: 850
ITALY
TEAM CRAZY / 
SCARPA

ŠPELA
GONZA
ITRA POINTS: 673
SLOVENIA
SALOMON SLOVENIJA

ŽAN
ŽEPIČ
ITRA POINTS: 830
SLOVENIA
SALOMON SLOVENIJA

DARIJA
BASTJANČIĆ
ITRA POINTS: 594
CROATIA

TILEN
POTOČNIK
ITRA POINTS: 802
SLOVENIA
SALOMON SLOVENIJA

ŠPELA
BOKAL
ITRA POINTS: 587
SLOVENIA
HUMAN 
PERFORMANCE 
CENTRE

NEJC
URŠIČ
ITRA POINTS: 727
SLOVENIA
KGT PAPEŽ

REBEKA
PETROVČIČ
ITRA POINTS: 577
SLOVENIA

PAVEL
BRÝDL
ITRA POINTS: 786
CZECH REPUBLIC
SALOMON/SUUNTO 
CZE

ŠPELA
SAJOVIC
ITRA POINTS: 587
SLOVENIA
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How to follow or support 
LEGIONAR

Nanos and Lovska (Hunting) hut

Drive eastwards for Razdrto. 1 km 
after Podnanos you leave the main 
road and turn left for Nanos (sign). 
Follow picturesque asphalt mountain 
road to the pass at the ridge. A photo 
or two is necessary. When you come 
to the ridge, you will find Lovska hut 
parking place on the right.  

It is possible to drive to the top of 
Nanos - Pleša, but the road is gravel 
and you need some good driving 
skills. Control point is in the TV 
antenna tower. It is better to proceed 
over gravel roads of Nanos plateau 
following the signs for Abram with 
station 13. At Abram you can see a 
bear. 

Vipava 

Drive westwards down to Sanabor, 
and turn left for Vrhpolje and Vipava. 
In Vipava park yur car and walk to the 
center, max 500 m walk.

where micro location address km GPS fa
st

sl
ow

Vipava City Square Start Vipavski križ 12, Ajdovščina 0 45.820870, 13.924862 10:15 10:15

Podnanos Korita L1 Podnanos 77, Podnanos 7 45.797296, 13.973114 10:39 11:14

Lovska hut
Hunting Hut, good parking, no 
aid station - viewpoint

/ Nanos 10/a, Vipava 11 45.796417, 14.009566 11:05 12:00

Nanos peak
Parkplace near the hut, hard 
gravel road

L2 Nanos 11, Vipava 13 45.772531, 14.051881 11:42 14:33

Abram Hunting hut L3 Nanos 6/a Vipava 20 45.819994, 14.019513 12:08 16:16

Vipava center City Square Finish Glavni trg 1, Vipava 32 45.832226, 13.970740 12:38 18:25

TIP: Use the map of Vipava 
valley, you will get it at the 

registrations or use the 
Addresses or GPS location in 
google maps navigation in 

your cell phone.
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which are unique blend of ˝INDULGENCE˝ and 
                                                      ˝BETTER CHOICE˝ for you.

NEW



Situated 
in  the 

w e s t e r n 
p a r t  o f 

Slovenia, the 
Vipava Valley 

is only about 
an hour's drive 

from the country's 
capital, the sea side 

and the mountains. 

Its name is derived 
from the eponymous 

Vipava River which boasts 
an amazing delta-shaped 
riverhead with thirteen 
springs. To the north, the 
valley is rimmed with a range 
of high plateaus, namely the 
Trnovo Forest, Hrušica and 
Nanos. The Vipava Hills to the 
south of the valley mark the 
transition to the Karst region.   

Nature was generous with the 
beauty it bestowed on this part 
of the world: one natural wonder 
is the Vipava River which springs 
up in several places and makes 
up a unique delta-shaped 
riverhead, serpenting its way 
through the valley. Through the 
Otlica Natural Window, which is 
a natural orifice at the edge of 
Mt Gora, one can catch a unique 
view of the valley. Meanwhile, 
the Trnovo Forest Plateau and 
Nanos stir the imagination with 
their underground world of shafts 

and ice caves. Also worthwhile is 
the magnificent spring of Hubelj, 
especially after heavy rainfall. In 
394 AD, the Hubelj and Vipava 
River are said to have been the 
setting of the famous Battle Of the 
Frigid River which announced the 
decline of the Roman Empire. The 
result of the battle was supposedly 
influenced by the local burja wind 
which increased the strength of 
Theodosius's spears tenfold, and 
tore the shields out of the hands of 
Eugenius's soldiers, blowing the 
arrows back at the archers who 
first shot them. 

The symbol of the Vipava Valley, 
burja is a wind that occurs 
when cold air rushes in from 
the continent. Burja scatters the 
clouds and clears the air; as a 
result, the valley enjoys 2100 
hours of sun a year. The fierce 
burja alternates with the warm 
sirocco coming in from the sea. 
Hence, the temperatures steadily 
hover over the temperature 
threshold of 5 degrees Celsius for 
289 days out of a year, meaning 
that the vegetation period lasts 
two months longer than further 
inland. 

The Vipava Valley boasts a 
chequered cultural heritage – 
manors, castles, churches, stone 
monuments and wayside shrines. 
Its distinct vernacular architecture 
and many technical artefacts will 
leave visitors in awe. Among 
the most impressive cultural 

monuments in the country is the 
recently renovated miniature town 
of Vipavski Križ. Even though it is 
recorded in history as the smallest 
town in the Habsburg Monarchy, 
its impact on the wider region 
was astonishingly profound. It is 
especially notable for the Capuchin 
Monastery that accommodated 
the famous Baroque preacher 
John Baptist of Sveti Križ. The 
village of Goče has a remarkable 
legacy of stonemasonry and 
vernacular architecture reflected 
in over 60 vaulted wine cellars. The 
Renaissance-style 17th century 
Zemono Manor Hous is perched 
on a vine-laced hill in the vicinity 
of Vipava. Today, the erstwhile 
hunting lodge provides exquisite 
culinary delights prepared by Chef 
Tomaž Kavčič.

 Beckoning to the heart of the 
town of Vipava are the lovely, 
restored facades of the piazza, 
numerous bridges over the Vipava 
River, and the striking  Lanthieri 
Mansion, a 17th century Baroque 
masterpiece. Two 4500 years old 
Egyptian sarcophagi from red 
granite are exotic additions to 
the Vipava cemetery, and recount 
the story of Vipava-born Austrian 
diplomat Anton Laurin who had 
them brought in from faraway 
Egypt. 

A special chapter in the settlement 
of the Vipava Valley is the Roman 
era that made a massive mark on 
the area.  Ajdovščina is the site 

Vipava Valley. 
Uniquely different. 

All year round.
www.vipavskadolina.si
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of the ancient Roman fort of Castra and a spa, 
while the Ad Pirum archaeological park is set up 
in Hrušica. Perhaps you will want to climb to the 
Roman water tower in Vrtovin. If you are more 
interested in technical heritage, you can venture 
to the former ironworks on the banks of Hubelj 
River or listen to the stories of the rich blacksmith 
tradition of Lokavec in the smithery museum, visit 
the ethnological collection in the Batič House and 
the Bavčar copperware manufacture.

For centuries, the fertile plain, an abundance of 
water and the mild climate have been conducive 
to agriculture and fruit and vegetable production, 
while the rolling hills have proven to be perfect for 
growing grapes that produce the famous local wine. 

The locals have been supplying Vienna and other 
major cities with wine and early fruit (cherries, 
apricots, peaches) for several hundred years. The 
villages in the wine region are dotted with old-
school vaulted wine cellars. Locals will make sure 
to give you a warm welcome and serve you the 
best locally grown food. Tying everything together 
is the Vipava Wine Route that snakes through the 
quaint villages in the valley. To feel the authenticity 
and distinctiveness of Vipava wines, make sure to 
try the native white varieties Zelen and Pinela. 

The gourmet offering of the Vipava Valley is exquisite 
and never ceases to impress.  We make sure to 
follow the recipes of our grandmothers down to a T. 
Excellent wine and traditional dishes with a modern 
touch are thus available in most agritourism farms, 
osmicas, inns and upscale restaurants.

The Vipava Valley is a paradise for active leisure 
as most sports and recreational activities can be 
pursued outdoors all year round – even in winter. 

You can venture out to the well-kept hiking trails 
past vineyards, orchards, fields and meadows any 
time of the year. If you feel up to the task you can 
take it a step further and hike up Mt Čaven, Mt 
Golaki and Mt Nanos. All trails afford lovely views, in 
some cases even of the Adriatic Sea if the weather 
is nice. The Vipava Valley also offers good biking 
opportunities as the terrain enables both easy and 
more challenging biking endeavours with steep 
ascents and descents. 

Also attractive are adrenaline-filled adventures. 
Daredevils may try paragliding, hang-gliding, 
climbing and mountain biking. The Pale Sports 
Park in Ajdovščina features a track for 4-cross 
and other disciplines. There is a take-off site for 
paragliders and hang gliders set up in Lijak and 
Kovk, respectively, whereas the climbing sites in 
the picturesque Bela canyon and the rock walls 
below Tura in the village of Gradišče pri Vipavi 
boast the ideal conditions for climbing year round. 
You can soar among the clouds from the airfield 
in Ajdovščina and enjoy a scenic plane flight over 
the Vipava Valley. There are experienced guides 
available for any and all activities to make sure that 
you have an unforgettable experience. 

Many visitors to the Vipava Valley though are 
utterly captivated by the openness and the zest 
for life of the locals. A casual conversation 
with a nice glass of wine or a friendly 
greeting from a random local just passing 
by is quite a regular occurrence. After 
all, this is the Vipava Valley. Uniquely 
different. All year round. 

Information: 

TIC Ajdovščina                                                         
Cesta IV. Prekomorske 61 a, Ajdovščina
+386 5 36 59 140
ajdovscina@vipavskadolina.si

TIC Vipava
Glavni trg 1, Vipava
+386 5 368 70 41
vipava@vipavskadolina.si



ASTERIX 
UTVV13

Asterix route starts in the center of Vipava, in the first kilometers of the 
route it leads through the center of Vipava and crosses the road at the 

crossroads of Goriška, na Produ and along Bela. Follow the macadam road 
along Vipava to Log, where we cross the road and continue towards Duplje 

and Vrhpolje. In Vrhpolje, ascent to the path towards the Old Castle and from 
there descent back to Vipava.

Date and time of start
Saturday, 7 May 2022, 16:00

Location of start
Vipava (Center) 

Location of finish
Vipava (Center) 

Distance
13 km

Ascent 
300 m+

Refreshment points
2

AID STATIONS ASTERIX

Station
Name of the Aid 

Station
Km from start

to the next 
station

km D+ km d+
Start Vipava 0 0 4,0

A1 Log 4 5,0

A2 Vrhpolje 9 4,0

Finish Vipava 13
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#ZavarujmoPrihodnost

Skupaj 
uresničujmo cilje 
trajnostnega 
razvoja

Pridruži se 
skupnosti 
Zavarujmo 
prihodnost.

zavarujmoprihodnost.si triglav.eu 45RACE          2022GUIDE



23. - 24.09.2022



OBELIX 
UTVV8

A non-competitive hike that leads from Vipava to the wine-growing places 
Slap and Lože. Participants will taste authentic Vipava wines from various 

winemakers and receive their start number! At the finish line, you will also 
get a meal.

Date and time of start
Saturday, 7 May 2022, 10:30

Location of start
Vipava (Center) 

Location of finish
Vipava (Center) 

Distance
9 km

Ascent 
200 m+

23. - 24.09.2022
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SUSTAINABILITY IS OUR  
FIRST CONCERN. 
Slovenia, the world’s first Green Destination country, 
has a number of sustainably oriented destinations and 
tourism businesses. Search for Slovenia Green label.

1 

RESPONSIBILITY IS THE KEY. 
Follow the Green&Safe and Safe Travel labels 
showcasing our commitment to creating the best 
possible conditions for safe holidays.

2 
GASTRONOMY AT ITS FINEST. 
Slovenia, the 2021 European Region of 
Gastronomy, is developing sustainable gastronomy 
and innovative culinary adventures.

3 
IT’S YOU THAT MATTERS. 
Slovenia is a non-mass tourism destination 
for unique, boutique 5* experiences.

4 
THE VERY BEST OF 
EUROPE. 
Diversity is Slovenia’s »middle 
name«, the only European 
country where the Alps meet the 
Mediterranean, the Karst and the 
Pannonian Plain.

5 
Bl

ed

5 REASONS  
FOR CHOOSING  
SLOVENIA

A Thermal Pannonian Slovenia
B Ljubljana & Central Slovenia
C Mediterranean Karst Slovenia
D Alpine Slovenia

D

A

B

C
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OBALA ULTRA TRAIL 2022
4. - 6. NOVEMBER 2022

info@obalatrail.si
www.obalatrail.si

11 km
Rio Mare trail

18 km
Borotalco Trial

35 km
Obala Trail

65 km
OGIS Ultra Trail

100 km
Obala Ultra Trail

barvni simbol s tekstom

7

OSNOVNI RAZPOZNAVNI ELEMENTI

O     B     �ý����������I     N     A           P     I     R     A     N
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OBALA ULTRA TRAIL 2022
4. - 6. NOVEMBER 2022

info@obalatrail.si
www.obalatrail.si

11 km
Rio Mare trail

18 km
Borotalco Trial

35 km
Obala Trail

65 km
OGIS Ultra Trail

100 km
Obala Ultra Trail

barvni simbol s tekstom

7

OSNOVNI RAZPOZNAVNI ELEMENTI

O     B     �ý����������I     N     A           P     I     R     A     N

www.knaptrail.si

slovenski zimski trail
SLOVENIAN WINTER TRAIL

CROATIA

HUNGARY

AUSTRIA

ITALY

Trbovlje
SLOVENIA

Januar
JANUARY7. 2023

930 m 1600 m 2600 m
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How to get here
(VIPAVA, MAIN SQUARE)

To come to Vipava you  should follow the highway H4 up to exit Vipava. 

At the first crossing turn left and follow the main road to the roundabout, take the 3rd exit and continue 
straight. After 300 m you will find signs for UTVV parking. Park the car and follow the signs to the main 
square (200 m walk).

MEETING POINT AND BUS DEPARTURE UTVV170 UTVV100 UTVV50

06. 05. 2022 06. 05. 2022 07. 05. 2022

Bus station - Vipava, Škofijska gimnazija 14:15 22:15 06:45
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partners
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New dimensions of trail running


